My Hero Project A/V Planner

**Story Title:** __________________________________

**Team/Producer:** __________________________________

This story is important because: __________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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**Use the boxes to draw your shots.**

**VIDEO ELEMENTS**
- IMAGES
- WHAT YOU SEE

**Use the boxes to describe the following.**

**AUDIO ELEMENTS**
- MUSIC, SOUNDS, OR SPOKEN WORDS
- WHAT YOU HEAR
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Tips for Planning your Project

• The best stories have clear Beginning, Middle and End.

• Plan extra shots of your location and other interesting visuals.

• If you are interviewing a person, plan a time, quiet location and do your research so your questions count.

Use the boxes to draw your shots.

VIDEO ELEMENTS
IMAGES
WHAT YOU SEE

Use the boxes to describe the following.

AUDIO ELEMENTS
MUSIC, SOUNDS, OR SPOKEN WORDS
WHAT YOU HEAR
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